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Abstract
A sensor is a device that measures a physical quantity and 
converts it into a signal which can be read by an observer 
or by an instrument. A sensor is a device which receives and 
responds to a signal. A sensor's sensitivity indicates how much 
the sensor's output changes when the measured quantity 
changes. Sensors that measure very small changes must have 
very high sensitivities. Sensing and measuring is one aspect 
of information generation that will become an increasingly 
important activity in the coming years. In this paper the 
overview , types and future applications of fiber optic sensors 
is discussed. 
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I. Introduction 

Optical fiber sensor
A sensor that measures a physical quantity based on its 
modulation on the intensity, spectrum, phase, or polarization 
of light traveling through an optical fiber. An optical sensor is 
a device that converts light rays into electronic signals. Similar 
to a photoresistor, it measures the physical quantity of light 
and translates it into a form read by the instrument. Optical 
sensors have a variety of uses. They can be found in everything 
from computers to motion detectors. For example, when the 
door to a completely darkened area such as the inside of a 
copy machine is opened, light impacts the sensor, causing an 
increase in electrical productivity. This will trigger an electric 
response and stop the machine for safety. distinction is often 
made in the case of fiber sensors as to whether measurands 
act externally or internally to the fiber. Where the transducers 
are external to the fiber and the fiber merely registers and 
transmits the sensed quantity, the sensors are termed extrinsic 
sensors. Where the sensors are embedded in or are part of 
the fiber -- and for this type there is often some modification 
to the fiber itself -- the sensors are termed internal or intrinsic 
sensors.

II. Types of Optical Fiber Sensor 

A. Intrinsic
In an intrinsic sensor, the fiber itself is the sensing 
element(the fiber is directly affected by the measurand). 
The effect of the measurand on the light being transmitted 
take place in the fiber fiber itself as transducer. 

Fig.1 : Intrinsic sensors

Intrinsic sensors are different in that the light beam doesnot 
leave the optical fiber but is changed whilst still contained 
within it.

Properties of intensity based sensors
Versatile• 
Simple design and easy signal interpretation• 
Usually suffer from intensity fluctuations and low • 
sensitivity

B. Extrinsic
In an extrinsic sensor, the fiber simply transports light 
to or from the sensing element. In this,the fiber carries 
the light from the source and to the detector, but the 
modulation occurs outside the fiber trans-ducer acts as fiber 

Fig. 2 : Extrinsic sensor

III. Comparison of Extrinsic & Intrinsic sensor

A. Extrinsic
Applications- temperature, pressure, liquid level and • 
flow.
Less sensitive • 
Easily multiplexed • 
Ingress/ egress connection problems • 
Easier to use • 
Less expensive• 

B. Intrinsic
Applications-rotation, acceleration, strain, acoustic • 
pressure and vibration.
More sensitive • 
Tougher to multiplex• 
Reduces connection problems• 
More elaborate signal demodulation• 
More expensive• 

IV. Advantages of optical fiber sensors over Conventional 
Electronic Sensors:
• All-passive dielectric characteristic: elimination of 

conductive paths in high-voltage environments, it tells 
about Inability to conduct electric current.

• Freedom from electromagnetic interference (EMI) and 
radio frequency interference (RFI) 

• Inherent safety and suitability for extreme vibration and 
explosive environments 

• Tolerant of high temperatures (>1450 C) and corrosive 
environments, Greater Sensitivity

• Light weight, and compact size
• Multifunctional
• Multiplexing capabilities
• Resistant to harsh environment (Environmental 

Ruggedness)
• Wide Dynamic Range
• Remote sensing capability
• Multifunctional sensing capabilities such as rotation, 
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acceleration, electric and magnetic field measurement, 
temperature, pressure, acoustics, vibration, linear and 
angular position, strain, humidity, viscosity, chemical 
measurements

• Large Bandwidth

V. Optical Sensor Measurands
In optical sensing technology, one can measure nearly all of 
the physical measurands of interest and a very large number 
of chemical quantities.  The measurands possible are given 
below:

Table 1 : Measurands possible in Optical Sensing Technology

TEMPERATURE CHEMICAL 
SPECIES 

PRESSURE FORCE

FLOW RADIATION 

LIQUID LEVEL pH

DISPLACEMENT HUMIDITY

VIBRATION STRAIN

ROTATION VELOCITY 

MAGNETIC FIELDS  ELECTRIC FIELDS

ACCELERATION 

rotat ion ,  acce lerat ion , 
electric and magnetic field 
measurement, temperature, 
pressure, acoustics,
v ib rat ion ,  l inear  and 
angular position, strain, 
humidity, viscosity, chemical 
measurements

VI. Working Principle
An optical fiber sensing system is basically composed of a 
light source, optical fiber; a sensing element or transducer 
and a detector). The principle of operation of a fiber sensor is 
that the transducer modulates some parameter of the optical 
system (intensity, wavelength, polarization, phase, etc.) which 
gives rise to a change in the characteristics of the optical signal 
received at the detector.

Fig. 3: optical fiber sensing system

VII. Major Disadvantages
Following are the disadvantages of using optical fiber 
sensors:

Detection systems may be complex and expensive • 
High cost• 
Unfamiliarity to the end user• 
Requirement for precise installation procedures• 
Development of usable measuring systems is complex• 

VIII. Applications of fiber optics Sensors
Fiber optic sensors are used in several areas.
 Specifically:
•  Mechanical Measurement such as rotation,acceleration, 

electric and magnetic field measurement, temperature, 
pressure, acoustics,vibration, linear and angular position, 
strain, humidity, viscosity, chemical measurements

• Electrical & Magnetic Measurements
• Chemical & Biological Sensing
• Monitoring the physical health of structures in real time.
•  Buildings and Bridges: Concrete monitoring during setting, 

crack (length, propagation speed) monitoring,  spatial 
displacement measurement, neutral axis evolution, 
long-term deformation (creep and shrinkage) monitoring, 
concrete-steel interaction and post-seismic damage 
evaluation.

• Tunnels: Multipoint optical extensometers, convergence 
monitoring, shotcrete / prefabricated vaults evaluation, 
and joints monitoring damage detection.

• Dams: Foundation monitoring, joint expansion monitoring, 
spatial displacement measurement, leakage monitoring, 
and distributed temperature monitoring.

• Heritage structures: Displacement monitoring, crack 
opening analysis, post-seismic damage evaluation, 
restoration monitoring, and old-new interaction.

• Detection of Leakage

IX. Future Trends
Special waveguides, such as photonic crystal fibers, • 
will enable many new sensing mechanisms and sensor 
configurations
Improved micro-fabrication technologies will continue to • 
improve sensor performance, functionality, reliability and 
capability of harsh environment operation
Advanced signal processing and network technology will • 
enable high density fiber optic sensor networks.
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